
Description: Software defined networking (SDN) is the management of network services by lower level functionality abstraction and is major shift in network architecture paving way for unified communications and collaboration (UC&C) applications. The global SDN market revenues was around $1.3bn in 2013 and this is expected to increase to around $28bn in 2018. Some of the applications of SDN are in mobile backhaul, OSS/BSS, CPE, EPC virtualization and so on. Network infrastructure, network services and applications, virtualization and control layer, professional and support services together constitute the global SDN market revenues.

This report describes the SDN market by providers, geography, and industry verticals. High level analysis about the SDN market strategies, future opportunities along with the business landscape analysis of key market players are focused in the report.

Competitive landscape for each of the product types is highlighted and market players are profiled with attributes of company overview, financial overview, business strategies, product portfolio and recent developments. Market shares of the key players for 2012 are provided. The prominent players profiled in this report are Cisco, VMware, Arista, Araba Networks and others.

The report contains the most detailed and in-depth segmentation of the scalable SDN market.
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